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In 1930 Kuratowski proved that a grap I does not embed in the real plane I?* if and only if it, 
contain; a subgraph homeomorphic to on : of two graphs, K, or f&. For positive integer n, let 
Z,(P) denote a smallest set of graphs whose maximal valency is n and such that any graph which 
does not embed in the real projective phne contains a subgraph homeomorphic to a graph in 
J,,(P) for some n. Giover and Huneke and Milgram proved ttlat there are only 6 graphs in 
I,(P), :rnd Glover and Huneke proved that t’,(P) is !inite for all 7. This note proves that I,(P) is 
empty for all but a finite number of n. Since there is a finite .;et of graphs for the projective 
plane analogous to Kuratowski’s two graphs for the plane. 
1. Introduction 
For a Z-dimensional manifold A4 let I(M) denote YI s:nallest set of graphs such 
that every graph which does not embed in M contains a subgraph homeomorphic 
to one of the graphs in I(M) (see Section 2). Let {I,(M) 1 n E N} be a partition of 
I(M) such that K E I,,(M) if and only if K E I(A4), and the maximal valency of a 
vertex in K is n. 1 here has been limitec success in describing I(M) or evtn I,, (M). 
The known results are, for R* rhe real plane apd P the real projective plane: 
Theo- 1.1. (Kuratuwski [4j.) I(R’) contails exactly two graphs, KS (the 
complete graph on 5 vertices) and Kg.3 (the complete 3,3 bipartite graph.) 
Theorem 1.2. (Glover and Hulleke [l]; Milgram [5].) I,(k) cgntains exactly 6 
graphs. 
Theorem 1.3. (Glover and HUII~ kc [Z].) I,(P) is finite for every natural number n. 
Theorem LB. (Glover, I-It nekc dnd Wa ~g [33.) I(P) contains at lecst 1iZ ,qqAs. 
Other brief list! c .,f graphs in /(M) for other surfaces ha, e been published. Also 
Vollmerhats [6] announced so re general results in 1969 which would imply the 
*This war:; was partially supported :~y a grant from :ht Ohio State Iiniversity WwI1rch Founda- 
tion 
of a graph :$C is a graph whose vertices and e&$s are in K A graph li satisfies a 
property mi&ma~ly if’.K but no prop& subgriph .of K satisfies the property. A 
graph is &11&d ,an ‘arc if it is homeomorphic to an edge fu,, r.+J with uI 7: up. If LI 
and & are’ .wbgraphs of a graph K then A is an arc from Lt to L, provided A is 
an arc in K such that A f~ L1 and A R b are the two end;oirtts of A; ako C1 and 
Li will be ~ti!;!fz:! 3isjoint ‘if,.L,Y? J&‘=‘$, or equivalently if L, and .C2 have no 
common’ vertices;I%&ly a, gr&h K will be cahed connezted provided K is 
bunnected as a topological space, and, for natural number n, WWI 36: called 
&connected provid& removing auy‘ n - 1 vertic& (and adjacent edges. leaves a 
connected graph (equivalently by Menger’s Theorem, there are n WCS between 
any two vertices which meet pairwise only at their endpoints.) 
Notation= Let A c X be topological spaces. 
(I) X-A denotes the complement of A t X. 
(ii) cls A denotes the closure of A in X. 
(iii) A is said to separate in X two paints of X pmvided the points are in 
distinct mmponents of X-A. 
Let K be a graph, L t K a subgraph. 
(iv: --L denotes the s~b~ra~h of K composed of ali edges aa?d all vexices of K 
at ail ~~~~r~~~~s b~~o ~~~~ to edges of K--d.. 3iio helong 
~~~~~~~~ sgaces. 
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(v) K/L denotes the quotient space, which is a 
of K/L WC kc vertices of K which are not in 
vertex denoted {L). 
graph. In particular: the vertices 
L together with one additional 
I @fib -,SQ star ot” L, written st (L), denotes the subgraph of K composed of L 
together VNI ali edges with at least one endpoint in L. Again note that ail vertices 
belonging to edges oE st (I,) also belong to st (L). 
(vii) For natural number PI, let K,, denote the complete graph on ~1 vertices (the 
l-skeleton of the (19 - l)-simplex). . 
(viii) For natural numbers II, PPI, let L&m denote tine complete II, m bepartite 
graph (the joint o: discrete sets of size n and HI respectively.) 
(ix) K is called a 8 graph provided K is ho neomorphic to KZW3. 
(x) L is a k-graph of K provided there exists a subgraph L’ of K, I, a subgraph 
of L’, such that either (a) L is homeomorphlc to I&, L’ is homeomorphic to &&, 
and one of the vertices in L’ containing 3 edges of L’ is not in L, or (b) L is 
horneomorphic to K,,, L’ is homeomorphic to K, and one of the vertices in 4 
edges in L’ is not in L. or (c) L is homeomorphic to K4, L’ contains an arc A with 
L’IA holneomorphic to Kg, and ii is disjoint from L (see [2]). 
Two other technical types of graphs, a B-graph and a 2-connect4 (L,, L,) 
partition, are defined when used in Section 4 2nd Section 5 respectively. 
Let R* denote the Euclidean plane, S2 denote the I!-dimenknal sphere and P 
the real projective plane. 
If X and Y are topoiogical spaces, a (continuous) map f : X -+ Y is called an 
embedding if the corestriction f: X -+ AX) is a homeomorphism. We say that X 
embeds in Y provided there exists an embedding f : X + Y. 
4 2-dimensional topological mamfold is called a surface. If M is a surface then: 
(i) A c M is contractible in M provided there is a 2-disc D with A c D c M; (ii; a 
cycle Cc: M is essential provided C is not contractible in M; (iii) I(M) derotes 
the set of graphs which have no valency 2 vertex and minimally do not embed in 
M (observe, each homeomorphy class of all graphs which mi_Gmally do no! embed 
in M contains a unique representative in I(M);) (iv) for natural number n, I,(M) 
denotes the subset of I(M) such that K E I,(M) provided K contains a vertex of 
valency n, and each vertex of K has valency =S n. 
In the following propositiox assume M is a surface. 
Proposition 2.1. (Lemma 2.2 in [31.~ F contains no pair of’ disjoin; esserdal cycles. 
e (See Lemma 2.5 in [3].) If k. is a k - ~rcqh of a gro ph K, ard if 
+ M is an embedding, then there is a simple cycle C in L with ~(~~) e~sedd 
in M. 
Propositio 
cycle in q 
contractible. 
Ptopsition 2.6. (See Theorem 3.1. in [2].) Suppose that K E I(P) contains a 8 
grap) which is disjoint from a k-graph of K. Then K contains no mote than 16 
2vetices. 
Proportion X7. (See Lemma 4.4 in [2].) SitpIaose that K E I(P) does rtot uatuin a 
8 gra# which is disjoint from a k-graph of K. Then K is 3-connected. 
3. &la811 results 
The purpose of this paper is to establish an upper bound on the valency of a 
vertex in a graph in I(P), for then by Glover and Huneke [2] (see Theorem 1.3) it 
fotlowc that 1(P) is finite. As in [2], we have no particular concern for the 
particular upper bound on the valency of a vertex in a graph ip I(P). 
&. Assume II 2 2’7 and seek a contradiction. Let t E 
sition 2.7, K is 3-connected. By 
f7 st u contai~ls 3f !ezst 13 ve 
e a vertex with 
thl:re is ip cycle 
~4.5 c;;d 4.6 
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imply K contains disjoint 8 subgraphs, contradicting the hypothesis of the 
theorem. Hence the result follows. 
Theorem 32. Let K E I,(P) be (1 graph which contains disjoint & graphs but does 
not contain a 8 graph disjoint from a k-graph of K. Then n =z 14. 
Lt;t t, be a vertex of K with the valency of v = n. If K - st o is nonplanar 
then n s 12 by Le,mrna 5.1. If K - st o is planar then by Lemmas 5 .S and 5.4, st u 
contains no more than 6+ 8 edges so n s 14. Hence the result follows. 
Theorem 3.3. Let K E I,,(P) be a graph which conzains a 8 graph disjoint frow a 
k-graph of K. Then n G 15. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, K centaur . LIU ulore than 16 vertices so n s 15 Hence 
the result follows. 
Theorem 3.4. I(P) is finite. 
Pro& For each natural number n, I,(P) is finite by Theorem 1.3 and for n 2 27, 
I,(P) is empty by Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. However {&(P) [ n = 1,2,. . .) is a 
partition of I(P). Hence the result follows. 
It shou 2 be remarked that the bound n G 15 in Theorem 13.3 can be improved 
to n s b, by inspecting the proof of Proposition 2.6, and there exists an example in 
this cat 3 OC a graph with a vertex of valency 8. The most complete list of grsphs in 
I(P) knoen to the authors is Wang’s list [3] of 103 graphs in I(P) in whicfi the 
upper bound on the yalency is 8 (or is 6 for graphs in I(P) satisfying the 
hypothelis of Theorems 3.1 or 3.2) and the upper bound on the number c;f 
vertices is .3 (or is 12 for graphs in I(P) satisfying ihe hypothesis of Theorems 3.1 
or 3.2). A! so, all graphs in I(P) which do not satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems 
3.1 and 3. ! are characterized in [2] and listed in [3]. 
4. Graphs without disjoint 8% 
The lemmas of this Section 4 establish Theorem 3.1, an upper bound on the 
valency of a vertex in a graph in J(P) which does not contairl two disjoint 8 
graphs. 
@Em Let K be ~1 connected graph, let cp : K --+ be ~1 e nbeddiq., ad let j 
be a compdnent of P- Q(K). Then cls D - D is connected. 
of the c,,mplement of t 
_;;,gj$g&-- ~ ?j’ ’ :> ‘. 
z ’ ‘I .: ; 
:jg $$$+J.p, J&j@& 
* / 
r. 
*,; -* ,. !  
j L. _.I 
, *I 
_. &&e&&& ;$J$ ;g x$ti~ec+xx$~ g~aphi in 4: &x&r&ctible subset of any surface, the _’ 
.“- &&@&f$o~ e&h component caf tlhe complement is connected. I-Ience if cls D -D 
is not ‘connected then each component of cls D -- I!9 must be essential in P so P 
w&&l have to contairi disjoint essential cycles, contradicting Propxition 2. I. 
Hence the result foWw&, 
, 
Lmqa %Z ,l’k K by. a (:uttraecte+al graph without CU!# poirccts, letM be c surface, ler 
4p :.K -3 M 6e &I em&ding, let D he ills compofieW uf M - q(K), leti L be the 
subgraph of K defined by L = rp-‘(~1s D - D) and iteir o be a ue?;ex oj L. Then: (i) 
v is in at krzslt 2 edge:; of L ; (ii) if v is cult poirtt of t then for eoery cycle L1 c L 
containing 13, q(L,) is essential; and (iii) if t) is t4 cut point of L or is in at least 3 
edges of L, then there is a cycle Z, in D U {Q(V)} containing q(u) and there is Q 
(ycle L1 in L conMining 2) such that C1 and yl(L1) lare essentitzk 
then DUcpstiunL) is 
intersects fewer than 2 
is either not connected 
(i) follows. 
a neighbor- 
edges of K; 
or has a cut 
PM&. If v is in fewer than 2. eJges of L 
hood of q(u) so a neighborhoi3d of c in K 
hence u has valency less than 2 in K so K 
po+t, a contradiction. Hence the result for 
!;uppose 21 1s a zut point for L and L1 is a cycle with t, E L1 c L such that cp(L1) 
is a02 essential. ‘Ihen rg(L,) bounds a disc D1 in i&k If D n D1 f 0 then D c D1 
and D#D, s3 v is a cut point of L1 U tp-‘(Q) and hence t) is a cut point of li: 
since QL is homeomorphic to R2. If DnD,=@ then DU.DIUy,(L) is a 
neighborhood of cp(L 1) - cp( U) and there is a disc Dz 2 D1 such that D2 ;F a 
neighborhood of <p(L1) and p(v) is a cut point of q(R)n & hence u is ti c\;i 
point of K, a contradiction. Hence the result for (ii) follows. 
If every cycl: idt D U {q(v)) is contractible in M, then there is an open disc L’, in 
M containing D U cp(v:i and cp(~)) separates in q(L) a connected subgraph Lz c L1 
with cp(L& D1 from an.other point in q(L); hence 0 is a cut point of K, a 
contradiction. &we there is an essential cycle C in D U (rp ( v) with p: t ) E C. Since C 
can be, chaser: arbitrarily close to the boundary of D, and the pointwise limit of 
essential cycles is essentiaR, the desired cycle L1 exists in L. Hence the result 
fo1lows. 
tafiritior. A graph K is called a B graph pl:ovided K is a Flecklace of polygons, 
thzt is, provided PC contains a cycle L and set of arcs CJ frwn L :o I_ such that 
K = .L U UAEn A and fm each A E CZ! there is an arc: Xk in L sucq that A PA * 
13 a cycle, and for A 1, AZ distinct in (I , the :orrespondin;; arcs A:, AT in L have 
.-By f~ AZ= Al n AT (the end points of A,), and A; f7 AZ c L. 
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l?msfe Since ~(st v - e) c q(K - e) n cls D = cpL U ~0 st 0 - e), every vertex in s?; v 
Is in L U &. BV Lemma 4.1, cls D - D = qP( L) is connected so L is connected. TO . 
characterize L, consider three cases. 
Case 1. A$,sume L has two cut points, v1 and v2, and seek a contradiction. 
There are thrf:e subgraphs Li, i = 1, 2, 3 of L, each connected containing an edge, 
such that L=UTzl Li and Lji7Li+l= Vi. Since each vertex in L is in at least 2 
edges of L, u2 and L3 can be chosen such that there is a cycle L, in Ll with 
VIE Lq. Since: K is 3-connected, K - st v is 2-connected and 3y Lemma 4.2 there 
is a cycle C in D U <p(vl) such that C, as well as q(L,.J, is essential in P. HoNever 
C and <p(LJ are disjoint which contradicts Proposition 2.1. Hence the result in 
Case 1 follows. 
Case 2. Assume C is not 2-connected, and show tnat L is homeomorphic to 
KS - .& Since L contbk a unique cut point vl, L contains two cycles L1, L,, 
such tnat L1 n Ii+ = vl. It remains in Case 2 to show that L = El U E,. [f 
L f I,, !J & then &ere is an arc A in L from L, U L2 to kl U L7. For some i = 1 or 
2, A U Li c2ntaintL a vertex v2# v1 with v2 in 3 edges of L, and by Lemma 4.2, 
D U v)(v2) contain: an essential cycle C. Also for i = 1 and 2, q(Lj) is essential in 
P so i’ is an essential cycle in P disjoint from an essential cycle q(Li), which 
contradicts Proposition 2.1. Hence the result in Case 2 follows. 
Case 3. Assume L is 2-connected and show that L is a B graph. Assume L is 
not a B graph. Then L is not a cycle so contains a vertex in 3 edges of L ;t?d by 
Lemma 4.2 there is a cycle L, c L such that cp(LJ is essential in I? Since L is 
2-connected, L = L1 U UAEa A where a is a set of arcs iin L from L, to P,I _ 
Every vertex in 3 edges of L is in L, since otherwise P would contain an essential 
cycle disjoint from the essential cycle cp&) by Lemma 4.2. Hence distinct arcs ir! 
li intersect otiy in L1. By Proposition 2.3, for each arc A E G there is a unique 
cycle LA in L1 U A such that p( LA) is contractible in P; A c L, since cp( L,) is not 
contractible in R If there are two distinct arcs Al, A2 iii a with AI 17 L, = 
A2 n I,, and if a contains a third arc A3, & f A3 f A*, thlen two of the 3 cycles 
Ls.l i = 1, 2, 3 contain a common arc A. If there are arcs ALi, i = 4, 5, 6 such thal 
the two vertices in A4 r7 Ll separate in the cycle E, a vertex cf A5 f7 L, from B 
vertex of A6 n L1, then LA4 and a cycle L,, for i = 5 or 6 contah a common arc: 
Since L is assumed not to be a B graph, this shows that there are two distinct NC+~ 
AT, A8 in a such that LA, n LA, contains an arc so I+,, U LA, is a 0 graph. Since q( L<,,, ) 
is contractable in P for i = 7 and 8, cp(L,+ U LAH) does not cont;zin an esst’ntid 
cycle by Proposition 2.3. Hence LA, U LAX contains a cq.cIe L7_ such th;l: P-g&i 
has two components, D1, D, such that D, is a disc, and D1 f7 (P(L,+ 1 J L,,) & l.3. 
Since q(L,) is not contractible, cp(LJ Q D, U cp(L,+LI IL& = cls D, so ip(&j I? 
Emma 4.5. v v is a vertex of K and K -st v is a B graph then K embeds in P. 
Prmf. It is sufficient to show there is an embedding VP: K -ss’: v -+ P such that 
+: (K - st o)c ~1s D fOr one of the compcnents D of P- (g(K - st 0). For then 9 
would extend to an embedding @ : K --) P with $(st u) c cls D. &cause K - st v is 
a B-graph, there is a cycle E c K -st u and a set of arcs (1 from l. to L in K - st v 
which pairwise meet in .L such that K - st v = L U U AEaA, and for each .A ~ti 
there is an arc A* in E with the same endpoints as A such that A* only intersects 
a xs in dz at its endpoints, and such that AT # A: if Al # AZ. Now let p : K - 
s v -+ P be a~ .embel9diag with q(L) an essential cycle and qfA U A*) a contrac- 
tiibble cycle for each .4 E CC. The components of P - rp(K --St U> are precisely the 
discs bounded by ?(A U A*) for each A E a and one: additional disc whose 
boundary is t&K -st v). Hence the result follows. 
Lemma 4..(iL Let K be a 3-connected graph cmd v a vertex on K such shoe: M - st v is 
nnt u B gqh. Let L be Q cycle in K - st v such thr,, C r7 st v contains LZ~ least 13 
disGn,rrt vertices. Thevr K contuins disjoint 8 subgraphs. 
s& If thm is a connect& graph I, i c K -st t) such that L1 QI L = $3 xx! 
L f7 s4 (I.+,) contains a r3et V of 3 distinct vertices, then one, Lzp of the three arcs in 
L from V to ‘if’ contains more than 3 vertites in st v ot f; l than the entr points of 
L contains a B pap ich is ~isj~i~~ iFwm a 8 graph ixi L U L - E,: 
f-k i?C:: the resdt fol~oivs. 
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Thus assume 4O n L = A, n L for every two distinct arcs A,, A1 in K - st u 
from L to L such that AOn A1 @ L. If AO, AI are distinct arcs in K - st PI from L 
to L such that &n L = A, n L, then L3, one of the 2 a::s in L from A0 n L to 
A,,n L, contains at least 6 vertices of st u other than its end points so a 8 graph in 
L3 f7 st r) is disjr,int from a 8 graph in A0 U A, U L - L,; hence the rest Ct. Thus 
assume K-st u = L UUSAEU such that n is a set of arcs from L to L which meet 
pairwise on L 2 t most at one vertex. K -st 1~ is not a B graph by assumption, so 
there are arz &, A3, Al in CC such that the two vertices of A2 n L separate in th2 
cycle L a vertex of A3 n L and a vertex of A4 n L. There are four arcs Li, i = 4, 5, 
6, 7 in L which yairwise intersect at most at one vertex such that L = 
Uic4 & and for each i, 4 ai s 7, there is a 8 graph in L U lJL2 Ai - I,i. Also fan* 
some j, 4 6 in 7, 4 contains at least 3 vertices of st v other than the end points ok 
Lj, SO Lj Ust t‘ contains a 6 graph. Xence K contains two disjoint 0 graphs. 
5. Graphs with disjoint 8%. 
Graphs KE I,(P) which contain a 8 graph disjoint from a k-graph of K are 
characterized in [2] so a bound on rt is given in Theorem 3.3. Hence it remains to 
study graphs with disjoint 8 subgraphs but without a 8 graph disjoint from a 
k-graph of K. The lemmas of this section 5 establish Theorem 3.2, an upper 
bound on the valency of a vertex in a graph in I(P) with disjoint 0 graphs but no 8 
graph disjoint from a k-graph. 
Lemma 5A Lz? K E I(P) be a graph which does not contain a 6 subgraph &joint 
ftom a k-graph of K. Let o be a uertcx uf K such that K - st u is nonplanar. Then 
valency of v is at most 12. 
Proof. Let L1 E I(R*) and let +!J: L, + k be an embedding with vk $(L,). Let L2 
be the maximal connected subgraph of K which contains I.J and is disjoint from 
#(&). Since K does not contain a 8 graph disjoint from a k-graph of Ji(L,), 
($(L1) Ust Lz)& does not lzortain a 8 graph disjoint from a k-graph of J,(L,) c 
(+(L,)lJst L,)/L,. Hence for each vertex o1 of L1, at most two edges in st {l’_J 
(equiva.ently, in st L2 - L2) are disjoint from $(L, -st u,). However L1 has at 
most 6 vertices so 12 is an upper bound for the valency of {L2} in K/L,, whkh is 
the number of edges in st L2 - L2. If L2 contains a cycle C, then the valency of {C> 
in K/C is at least the valency of any vekx of C since each cycle in L2 contail IS at 
least 3 edges with each vertex of vale ?cy at least 3 by ProposItion 2.5. Each cycle 
in LJC retains at least 3 edges with each vertex of valency (in K/C:‘\ at lezst 3 
since I_,! contains no 8 graph. Hence the cycles in L2 c:in be cokpsed inductive!y 
changing L2 into a subtree, 7’, of a resulting quotient graph of K such tha;: the 
maximl;m valency of the verticcz of T is at least the valensy of u. The edges of T 
can tk J be collapsed in uctively witlaotit reducirlg =!ency. c:nce tb va\eW of 
{L,} in Y/b,, is at least the valencv of 3 m e resuit fo?lowa/s. 
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Li such that .Qi(Cg) is the boundary of the component of S2 - Qi(L;i) which con*tLins 
Qi({&I)* NOW Qi(Linst{Lj}) c Qi(Ci) SO Li n E = Li nSt {Lj}C Ci. 
(iv). ksume Al, and A2U do not exist and seek a contradiction. Let e b; an 
edge of &-Ci and let Q~:K-e -+ P be an embedding. Observe that L, is a 
~ou~ect&~$orp~nent of K- st Ci which does not intersect e. 
Now a,( Ci) is essential in P since otherwise Qe(Ci) would be contractible so 
there would be a k-graph of K disjoint from & by Proposition 2.4. Hence Q&) 
is c~ontractihle byProposition 2.1. To assume that A,, and Aau dc not exist is to 
assume there are three edges, f?k, in st v with end p”;nts & E Cj, k = i, 3, 5, and 
three edges ek of E - st t) with end points Ok E Cj, k = 0,2, 4, suck that the vertices 
{u, 10~ k 6 5) are 6 distinct vertices on which the cyclic order induced by Ci 
agrees with the natural order of the indices. Let L5 be a 8 graph in Cj U e, U e3 U 
es which contains el U e3 U es. By proposition 2.3, there is a cycle Cc L, such that 
cp,( c) is contractible. C U Cj is a 8 graph in K which is a k-graph in Ci U Cj U 
t J fso 6, and cp,(C U Cj) is contractibll:. However Qe embeds Ci U Cj U U fzzo ei 
into P so (4c(CU C;.) must not be contractible by Proposition 2.2. Hence the resuit 
(iv) follows. 
(v). Let iW= S* if C3 U C,U E is planar and M = P otherwise. Assume 
rg:C,uC,trE --) M is an embedding with Q( c3), Q( cd) contractible cycles in ht 
and seek a contradiction by showing that K then embeds in M. Let i = 3 or 4. Let 
D1 be the component elf S*- Qi( Ci) which does not contain Qi ({Lj}); CIS Di iS a 
disc containing Qi(Li) whose boundary is Qi (Ci). Lt:t # be the component of 
M- Q[Ci) which is also H component of M- Q(C; U C4 U E); D: exists since 
Cj U E is connected, and Di is homeomorphic to R2 since otherwise A4 = P and 
D: contains a simple cycle which is essential in P and disjoint frcm Q(C, 1.1 C, U 
E) so Q(c3U C,U E) is contractible in P, hence C, U C4U E is planar and 
M = S2 # P, a contradiction. Let +i : ~1s Di +cls D{ be a homeomorphism such 
that &oQi Ic, = Q lc. Define +!J : KdIM by 
The function # is well defined 1 to 1 and continuous on three closed sets which 
cover K; hence $ : K --, M i.s an embedding, which contradicts K E I(P). Hence 
the result in (v) follows. 
(vi). If K - st 0 is planar and U& C3U C, then C,U C&J E is planar which 
contradicts (v). Hence the result follows. 
Lemma 5.4. Let K CE I(P) be a graph which contains disjokt 0 graphs but which 
does not contain a 0 graph disjoint from a k-graph of K. Let u ET a vertex s,F K sGc!i 
that K - st II is planar. I’hen, f)or E defined by Lemma 5.3, E n st v contains ait most 
8 edges. 
OO~. The notation of the stijtemellt of emma 5.3 is assumed and used in t 




c& 1. ~$.&c~q (p&j is _ ~se$i&. men .Scpl(e2 U e4 U C3 -. A) is a contractible 
:;;lcle I in e by S$qpo$tioa Z’ii. f & -D1, D2 be / $e two components of P - 
yl,(ezU e4U C3- A) with cpl( C,+) f )I &+ f 8. Now*, C3 U ,C, U E - st L5 is connected 
since c,n E coat&s a vertex other than O, so (P&(C~ U C4 U E) - (A U e,)) c 
ds &. The end points of A, and U, &e in cls QZ and D2 n ~9 I ( C3 U C4 U E - es) = @ 
. . . l * l . III ., a ..-\ - . . . 
so tnere is an emPetrarng 4p2 :tc3 u L4 w 6) -+ r sucn that 
with q2(A) in a &ntractibI.e neighborhood lIJf the arc cpl(CJ - A). FJow q2(C4) = 
<P~(O’~) is disjr,int from the essential cycle qlt(tZ3) so is contractible, and g2(C3) is 
in a cuntractibie subset of F .so is contractible. Hence ~9~ coritradicts Lemma 5.3 
cig c 
Case 2. Assume (p&4) is essential; we show that K embeds in P, a contradic- 
1:ion. Let D be the component of S” - (P_&Z’~) which intelxects (~~(1”~ - C& The 
closed disc cls D contains (p&) and has boundary (p3(C3). We know q1(C3) is 
corftractib!e by Proposition 2.1, so let D,, D2 be the components of P -- q1(C3) 
$&II contractible, and let q : cls D --f 21s Dl be a homeomorphism such that 
&pj [,d cpl Ic,. Now define qs:K-e3=-+ P by 
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The function cps: K - e3 -+ P is injective since q#,.J R D1 = $,I and C, c 
K - (e3 U k3) is conneczt :d so qI(K - (e, U L3)) n D1 = $3. Hence qQs : Iii’- e3 -+ P is 
an embedding. q+(K - t: J n D2 c <05(L4 U E - e,) and e2 and e3 are the only edges . 
in L&J E which interseazt the arc A U e2 at a vertex other than the endpoints of 
A I.1 e2, (13, uq). Hence cps can be extended to an embedding of K in P by 
embedding e3 in a neighborhood of qs(e2 1J A) in cls D2. 
Cuse 3. Aa q(G) is contractible for i = 3 and 4, then qI I~+C4UE_-e~ extends to an 
embedding & : C3 U C4 \d E + P which contradicts Lemma 5.3 (v). Hence the 
result follows. 
Lemma 5.5. Let X E I(P) be tz graph which contains disjoint 8 graphs bul which 
does not contain a 8 graph disjoint from a k-graph. Let v be a vertex of K such that 
K -st t, is planar. Let L4 be a subgraph of K which ‘is minimal with respect to v E L, 
and L, satisfies Lemma 5.3 (i) Then L,nst v corlltains no more than 6 edges. 
Proof. The notation of the statement of Lemma 5.3 will be assumed and used in 
this proof. Assume Lqn st v contains at least 7 edges. Let {ei 1 1~ i s 7) c L4 n st v 
be seven distinct edges indexed such that e, U e4 c C4 and q4(ej c) ej+l) is in the 
boundary of a component, Di, of S2 - (p4(L4) for i = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6. Flor i = 1, . . . ,7 
let vi be the vertex in ei with vi # 21. It remains to show that there is an arc A in 
E U Ca which intersects Cb, contains 2 vertices of C3, and is disjoin1 from a 6 
subgraph, L5 of L4 containing 21, since this would contradict the minimality of L4 
as the proof of Lemma 5.2 could be reconstructed from the disjoint 8 graphs L1 
and L5 instead of L1 arid La. The remainder of the proof will be split in two cases. 
Case 1. Assume the re is an arc AI in L4 - (e, U e,) from v3 1 o v6 disjoint from 
Cd. Then there is a 8 g;raph L5 such that A, U e3 U es U e7 c Ls c L4 and I& n C, = 
v. Since K Is 3-connected there a;e two edges in E which do not contain v and 
which intersect C3 at distinct vertices, so there exists an arc A c C4 U E cant aining 
these two edges with II& A. Hence the result for Case 1. 
Case 2. Assume every arc in L.,- e3 u es from 113 to 216 intersects C,. For i = 3 
or 6, there exist two arcs from vi to C, which do not contain ei or v and which 
intersect only at Vi. Since L4 embeds in S2 with v3, v6 not separated in S2 by C,, 
for i =r 3 and 6, there exist arcs Ai from vi to C4 with A3 n A6 = @. For i = 3 and 6, 
let Ai.. 1 be the arc in C4 from v to A, f7 C4 which dclzs not cmtain ei_2. For i = 3 
or 6, if two edges of E intersect C, at distinct pointb and intersect A;+* but do not 
interse,et {v, Ai n Cd}, the end points of A,+ 1, then there is an arc A containing 
these two edges of E auyh that A R C4 c Ai+l and A f? E, = @ for I& the 8 graph 
such that ei_2 U ei-1 U ei c L, and q4(E5) is the boundary of Di-2U Di-1, and 
hence the result. Thus assu 6, the-e is at most one vertex upq4 in 
C3 such that an edge in E cmtains vi tat not its s1:t of end 
, coaMain!t an arc so for eat P e of 

